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VersiÃ³n en inglÃ©s de Cocine a Gusto, ofrece una colecciÃ³n representativa de platos

puertorriqueÃ±os. Puerto Rican cookbook â€œCocine a Gustoâ€•. Easy-to-follow recipes designed

to provide Caribbean cooking enthusiasts with a fi ne taste of typical Puerto Rican fare
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The best Puerto Rican cuisine cookbook. I have to admit the truth here, for I met the author once

and she was a total snub, but the recipes are good and easy to follow. Recipes were probably

copied from the author's live in black female cook they had in her home. I doubt they are original

recipes from the mind of the author. I have not only used this book (I have 2 copies), but have

purchased a large number of copies and have given them away as wedding presents. I started that

tradition with my own sister and she learned how to cook really well.

Arrived on time & very happy with the book as it has the recipes I grew up as a child. I have another

book as well & with both books I'm an even better cook with my own twist!

We used whenever we can is a good when we do something special.

A young man from that delightful island works at the local market, and sometimes delivers groceries

to our home. He often eulogizes the young ladies of his homeland quite salaciously, particularly one

Miss "Jay Lowe" (an odd name for a woman, but he seems to be quite smitten). As Christmas

approached I spied this book's title in a long list of closed-out items in a catalog and ordered it for



Manuel, hoping to ease his homesickness with a visual panegyric to San Juan womanhood.

However it turns out that this is a cookbook, as any less prurient reader would have immediately

gleaned from its title. So I instead made it a gift to Mrs. Higgensworth, nÃ©e Ramirez, who can hold

more than just a candle to any number of Jay Lowe's in or out of the kitchen. We have dined on

delectable series of Puerto Rican entrees throughout the subsequent weeks - a marked

improvement on the Panamanian specialties that Mrs. Higgensworth mastered in the kitchens of her

youth. A masterful chapter on Puerto Rican desserts will be particularly debilitating to the waistline

of any gentleman lucky enough to have a Latina vixen attending to his oven. AndelÃ©!

Great recipes love it

wife loved it

It was perfect. I had one ( a hardback) for 40 years and lost it. I just love the recipes.

More great recipes!!
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